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This thesis is a continuation of the work of Rockwell Holiaan,
reference (13) , The general objective is the determination of data
pertinent to the design of ship transverse bulkheads. Specifically
this thesis investigates the distribution of load between side and
bottom supports for an unstiffensd bulkhead subjected to a concen-
trated load applied centrally in its plane. The effect of a verti-
cal centerline atiffener on this distribution is also investigated.
The photo-elastic approach was used and the Shear Difference
ethod employed in computing the shear stress distribution over the
side support.
Two rectangular plates of identical dissensions were used. Iso-
ohranatics were recorded by photographing the loaded Catalin 61-893
plate, Iaoelinies were obtained by tracing the pattern shown on the
less sensitive Plexiglass plate.
Curves were obtained for the shear stress diaia,lbution at the
sides for the unstiffened plate supported at sides only, and at sides
and bottom and for the stiffened plate supported at sides and bottom.











The addit'.on of the atiffaner had little effeet on the shape of
the shear distribution, tout it reduced appreciably the part of the
load taken by the bottom.
The validity of thane results should be investigated further by
photo-elastic studies using plates of various aspect ratios with
several stiffoner arraageasnts.
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a structure 1* being designed all efforts are made by
the designer toward a least weight solution that stUl fulfills the
safety requirements. A solution of this kind can only fee obtained If
reliable formulation is available, based on results of eareful theo-
retloal and experimental studies of stress distribution* BQr the use
of available technique a*** tbe simulation of the sane conditions as
those which exist in a ship's transverse bulkhead* we attempted to
draw reliable conclusions eoneerning quantitative and qualitative
characteristics of the stresses in the supports of a plate subjected
to a concentrated co-planar compressive load*
One of the best techniques available is that of using the photo-
elastic theory to determine sti ess patterns through isoelinlcs and
iaoehromatio lines* This is the technique used in our experiments » By
supporting the plate at the sides and bottom, we attempted to make con-
ditions similar to a ship'! transverse bulkhead, furthermore, toe
simulation was improved fcy providing the plate with vertical oenterline
The experimental work in this thesis eas simplified a great deal
by the fact that most of the apparatus needed eas already available
from previous work,'1" Raoomnendations and results from this previous
work were also considered*
At the request of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine En-
gineers the problem concerning the action of the stiffsners in dietri-
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ous aspect ratios, the current practice in tide matter in given by the
Bureau of Ships which specifies that "stiffeners shall be arranged and do-
signed so that vhea acting with, a strip of bulkhead plating not exceeding
sirfcy tinea the plating thickness they will be adequate to support that
part of concentrated vertical loads which cannot be considered as being
distributed to the trnHrhend bouadariee through shear in the bulkhead
plating* Ute vertical load which is considered to be distributed to the
boundaries by shear should be based vpaa a shear stress in the plating
for one desk height (or where no deck is connected below the point of
application of the loedj then 7 feet) of about one-half the critical
shear stress for the thickness of plating and sine oi panel in question."
Ihe check of the validity of such s specification was one of our goals in
this thesis.
Several studies of plates subjected to normal and co-planar loads
have bass made, the investigation of failure by instability accounts for
sost of the literature in this field and the problem involving buckling
loads of stiffened and unstiffened rectangular plates seams to be stead-
ily approaching a satisfactory stage. Considerable work, both experi-
mental and analytical* on buckling and failure of rectangular plates in
compression^ K their behavior under the action of shearing forces^),
and also, how they behave after buckling'7^, has been reported in the
literature*
the stress distribution in flat plates at loads below critical have
had less experimental attention and most Investigation has been done
analytically. Civil engineers have worked on the determination of stress
distribution in deep beams* 5 ', this work is applicable to ship structure
as well.
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rhotoelastielty baa been used a great deal to detemdna stress
disfcributioa in beam. Several theories and stateaents have Been cheels-
ed fey the use of this valuable tool, A ^uite raonxfeaKLa reference to
the use of this teetalqus is tha investigation of stresses in a rectan-
gular ear by aeans of polarised light* ' in 1912. Ebe purpose of this
study *as to verify ^w results of Sax^t-irenaat <joaoerai3g tha parabolic
distribution of shear in % long tsar of rootaugulaa: aeons aaetioa at a
distance froa tha points of load lag,
Tha first atteapt to iovaatitfata tha strata distribution on a
atiffaaad plate hy the Ms* of pfootoelasrfcisiV «• presented, to tha tost
of tba writers' toosladge, V reference^) ihiah liaiied the extent of
the study to determination of the ieoaltnie pattern for three aspaat
ratios.
Several method* are available for detera±aaUan of stresses. In
reference'6', for instance, a problem someahat similar to core aas
studied, Basel/, "the stress field of a plana plate reenforeed V *
longitudinal girder and subjeotad to tension in a direction parallel
with the girder", Psofassar Bovgard's method was to taSsa the average
value for shearing stresses between the girder and the plate at any
section. Ha then obtained an es&reasim for tha relative displacement
from the difference caused fy these average mtr*sa*9 between plate and
girder and the integral expression for the total elastic work in the
system, from this, by the method of variation., the stresses sere de-
tersdned. In refarenas'
, the actual instead of average stress was
used fey determining analytically the stress field, However, a eontin-
uously attached girder presented a quite involved mathematical analysis
and caused the authors to replace the continuous attached girder by one
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*&iaa is based e& th* aell~ka©e» di££e*«sti*l equatioaa of equilibria
tta la Cartesian eoflardiaaies* Ifed* mtssd Is ooaeidered to be tbe aost
powerful, direet aad geaaral of all available aatfesds for the detsra&aa-.
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aethod see the St^dssssKtary Xsrtroduotioiu . Its? awe detailed explan-
ation refer to tfV), aaapiar XXI and to W, oaepter VIII respective.
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the principal objective of this thesis was to determine the shear
stress distribution on the side boundaries of a piste loaded in its own
plana, and the variation of this stress distribution brought about by
adding support on the bottom and finally by adding a eenterline stiff-
near*
the photoel&stlc approach ens used sjiA calculations wars snde by
use of the so-ealled Shear Difference Method, this method called for
the determination of isoolinics and isochromatie lines on the model*
two models of different materials wars used. For ths isoehromsties,
Catalin 61-393, a relatively sensitive material was used. A Plexiglass
model was used to determine isoolinics because its low sensitivity made
this determination easier, the plates ware leaded on a special loading
lbs was used on all experiments because this load, wa felt, would produce
the number of lines needed for accuracy without critically strainins the
model. Ibur different conditions ware examined; the plate supported on
sides only, on sides and bottom, end each for the unstiffened and stiff-
ened cases* The stiffners ware attached to the plate by using a spec-
ial solvent, Peneoolite Adhesive 0-1124* manufactured by the Koppers
Company, Inc., Pittsburgh* An attempt was mads to obtain with strain
gages the load transmitted by the stiffner* the method, however, did
not prows successful*
the determination of the isoclinies was made by using the Plane Polsr-
isoope Arrangement with white light* the isoclinies appeared as dark lines
on the ground glass viewing screen* the load was varied until the best
contrast was obtained, as isoclinies are independent of the load magni-
m mm &mkz :: ( v. , :---r-ji • Em&mHn *•
dtp, Imms qs* Jtansggi t'
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She isoclinioe were detained at intervals of 10 degrees by simul-
taneously rotating counterclockwise both polariser tad analyser through
that angle, and drawing then an treeing paper attached to the viewing
screen*
The iaochroraatloe were obtained by photography, using a leaned
Polaroid eaaera* Two different arrangenents were used with aonoohro-
dark field with the dark isoobrcantio lines corresponding to aero and
integral orders of interference, while the Mixed Setup with the light
field yielded dark isoohronaties of half orders*
Because of the large size ot the node! relative to the lens eye-
tea of the polarisoope, it was not possible to photograph the whole
nodal in a single picture, Pictures were taken of the sides for cal-
culation purposes, and of the center to show the degree of alignment
of loading.
With the data thus obtained, curves of direction of twiTlffliiii prin-
cipal stress and of the value of fringe orders ware plotted* From those
auwiau the shear aV ena distribution was obtained as shown in the
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1. With the unstiffened plat© •imported at sides only and an
applied load of 1650 pounds, the ecqputad value of shear reaction
on each side was 744 pounds,
2. With the unstiffened plate supported at sides and bottom and
an applied load of 1650 pounds, the computed value of shear re-
action on each side was 332 pounds.
3. With the stiffened plate supported at sides and bottom and an
applied load of 1650 pounds, the ecaaputed value of shear reaction
on each side was 451 pounds.
4. The distribution of shear stress over the plate edge for the
three conditions of restraint is shown in Figure 1, The effect of
the added bottom support was to displace the shear stress distribu-
tion curve toward the top of the plate.
5. It was found that the addition of the stiffener with the bottom
support has the effect of increasing the side shear reaction.
6« Isochromatie and isoclinlc patterns for the three conditions of
restraint were obtained and are shown in the Appendix.
7. The attempt to use strain gages for obtaining the load taken by
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FIGURE I
SHEAR STRESS DISTRIBUTION
1 - Unstiffened plate supported at sides
2 - Unstiffened plate supported at sides and bottom
3 - Stiffened plate supported at sides and bottom
8
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In order to evaluate the results of the experiment, it is necessary
to consider the degree of accuracy of the methods used. This accuracy
is dependent upon the precision cf each step in the experimental proced-
ure, namely, the measurement of the applied external load and the de-
termination of the internal stress distribution.
The load cell and the Baldwin Indicator used to measure the ex-
ternal load applied through the load pin was estimated to have been
accurate within 2%.
The determination of the stress distribution was dependent upon
photo-elastic results and, therefore, its accuracy was limited by the
difficulties encountered.
The fringe constant as determined from the tensile model test was
82.7. All references indicate a fringevalue of S6.0 for the material
used. This difference can be attributed either to experimental errors
or to a difference in the material itself. This difference, however,
will have no effect on the shapes of the computed shear stress distri-
bution, as the same value is used throughout. The apparent accuracy
of the shear difference method will be affected, since the value of
the shear reaction at the plate sides is directly proportional to the
value of the fringe constant.
The most inaccurate part of the experiment is believed to have been
the determination of the isodinic lines. These lines appeared as broad
bands at some angles and as very faint lines at others, making the exact
tracing of the pattern extremely difficult.
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Little difficulty was experienced in the determination of the ieo-
chromatics, however, exact cantering of the load was never completely
attained,
Edge effects present in the top and bottom edgea of the plate
slightly the isoohroraatie pattern in this vicinity and obscured
isotropic points? but should not have influenced the values of the
fringe orders at the sides.
The use of two plates night have introduced some error because the
side restraint might not have been exactly reproduced.. It is felt,
however, that this possible error was of a&uor order.
It was possible, in the case of the unstiffened plate supported at
the sides only, to check the overall accuracy of the method, since the
applied load should have equalled the total reaction. The applied load
was measured as 1650 pounds, and the total reaction was computed as
14B& pounds, the overall experimental error, then, was 162 pounds or
9.8%,
fty the addition of bottom support the total side reaction was re-
duced from 148$ pounds to 764 pounds, a reduction of 4$.®% as should
be expected.
With this same condition of restraint and the addition of a ver-
tical eentarline,stiffener, the total shear reaction increased to 902
pounds, an 1&.1£ increase.
At first thought this might seem unreasonable because the addition
of the etiffenar would apparently increase the share of the load taken
by the bottom. This, however, was not the case. The share of the load
taken by the bottom is proportional to the deflection that the plate
would have if there was no bottom support. The addition of the stiff-
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ener naturally increased the bending stiffness of the plate, reducing
the deflection that otherwise would have taken place in an unstiffened
plate.
The shear stress distribution obtained for the unstiffened plate
with side support was approximately parabolic in shape, with the maxi-
mal value occurring approximately at .667 h (plate height) frcsa the top.
Hhen bottom support was added t the curve became flatter and was
displaced toward the top. T$o distinct hurapi of maximum shear stress
were observed located at approximately .250 h and ,583 h from the top.
Addition of the eentarline stiffened with this same condition of
restraint did not cause any narked change ia the shape of the stress
distribution curve. The increase in shear stress was more pronounced
toward the top edge of the plate.
During the loading, the stiffened plate supported at the sides
only, failed before the 1650 pound load used in the previous parts of
the experiment was attained. It is believed that the failure can be
attributed to the tri-axialilgr of stress developed at the stiffens?
connection, This is born out by the fact that the crack ran parallel
to the stiffener weldment. It is intersting to note that the crack
occurred in the plate itself indicating that Penacolite G-1124 pro-
vided a strong bond. Figure SIX shows a close-up of the plate after
failure.
One other factor may or may not have affected our results. The
plate was stress-relieved in the Laboratory oven to remove any effects
of the first two parts of the experiment. During this stress relieving,
a small area of the plate became plastic as i result of uneven heating
in the oven. Upon rahardening, blotches appeared on the plate surface.
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The plate was reheated to 250° F and allowed to souk for a weekend.
This apparently corrected these surface defects as the blotches all
but disappeared.
The atteapt to obtain the load transmitted through the stiffenar
was not successful because an improper technique was used. The strain
gages indicated only local strain on the atiffaner and this strain





1. The Shear Difference Method, as used In this experiment, yields
an overall accuracy within lOji.
2. The addition of a centerlin© stiffener reduces the part of the
load taken by the bottom.
3. The addition of bottom support shows a definite trend in dis-
placing the shear stress distribution curve toward the top edge of
the plate. Also, this distribution curve becomes flatter and ex-
hibits two distinct humps as <Kjrapared with the parabolic shear dis-
tribution obtained with the side supports only.
4. Ike addition of a aenterline stiffener does not appreciably
affect the shape of this curve;, however, the value of the total shear
reaction, represented by the area under the curve, is increased,
5. The addition of a stiffener introduces tri-axiality of stress
that nay become critical at high loadings.
6. Penaoolite 0-1124 is an effective bonding adhesive in welding
Catalin 61-393. This fact makes possible the use of this sensitive
photo-elastic material in built-up models.
7. The technique used in evaluating the load transmitted through
the stiffener proved unsatisfactory.
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1. It is recoaaawnded that this photo-elastic study be continued
and that emphasis be placed on:
a. Utilization of various aspect ratios so that its
effect upon the shear stress distribution can b©
evaluated.
b, Utilization of mare stiffeners symaetrieally arr-
anged to verify the trend displayed in this eacperi-
2. Future studies should utilise two plates, namely, Catalia
61-093 for determination of isochroraaties and a less sensitive
material, such as Lucite, for determination of isoclinio lines.
3. An effort should be made to evaluate the load transmitted
through the stiffeners. It is believed that this could be accom-
plished by utilisation of several small strain gages mounted at
various locations along the length of the stiffeners. In this
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there are eeay stress analysis psroblea© in which the deformation
is essentially parallel to a plana, these are called two-diaeneionsl
problems. Plates of any shape but of constant thickness acted on by
foroes or couples in the plane of the plate nay hate such shapes that
the stress distributions are very dlffieult to detendaa analytically
and for such oases the photo-elastis aethod haa proved very useful.
In this method, sodele out out of a plate of an isotropic transparent
known that tmder the action of stresses these materials heeoae doubly
refracting and, if a beam of polarised light is passed through a trans-
In the following explanation, we regard an ordinary bears of light
as consisting of vibrations in all directions transverse to the dir-
ection of the ray* Bfer passing the bean through a Wteol prisa or a
Polaroid disc or by reflecting it from a glass plate covered en one
side with black paint, one obtains a wore or less polarised beam of
light in which transverse vibrations in a definite direction prevail.
This is the kind of light used in investigating stress distributions
in plates.
thickness and no» is the point of intersection with the plate of a
beam of polarised light perpendicular to the plate. Suppose that Ok
represents the plane of vibration of aoiaocfcroraatic light and that the
length Qa s a represents the amplitude of this vibration. If the
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vibration is eooaidered to "be sisple hernunle, the displaseiaents may be
riprfflwintO'1 by the aqwfcie&i
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where p is proportional to the freeueney of vibration* which depmida an
the color of the light.
»* WM«l«i prtaeipaDM »x «- V «««*»>* *"
HRgnitude, are applied to the edges of the plate. Doe to the difference
in the stresses, the optical properties of the plate also beecsae differ-
ent in the two perpendicular directions. Let vx and v denote the vat-
oeities of light in the planes GX and (M respeeUvely. She single vibra-
tion in plane Da is resolved into two cooponente with solitudes
OB - a oos or and 00 * a sin or in the planes @X and 0? respectively, and
the corresponding *^ippl i^wg)wfv*,*ff are
x s a cos* cos pt; y s a sinoreoa pt.
If h is the thie&aass of the plate, the intervals of tins necessary for
the two coapcyisnt vibrations to cross the piste are
x y
and vibrations (2) after crossing the plate are given ty the equations:
x. * a cos <x oos p(t » %1 J y^ * a sin « cos p(t * t2). (4)
tonponents have the phase difference p(t2 - t ),, due to the diff-
in velocities (vx is assuned greater than v ). Eicperisients shovy
that the difference of these velocities of light is proportional to the
difference in the principal stresses; that is, r% - v 3 e(sx - e ). Then,
taking into account the fast that the changes of velocity of the light are
very snail and denoting by v the velocity of the light when the stresses
are aero, we obtain the snproxinate equation
7
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shore c la a constant dependent cm the physical properties of the Mat-
erial of the plat*.
Xlig difference of the two principal stresses can therefore be
found by measuring the difference in phase of the two vibrations, this
can be dona by bribing than Into interference in the sane plane. For
this purpose, another Hloo.1 prism or Polaroid disc (sailed the analyser)
la placed behind the plate in such a position as to permit the passage
of vibrations In Hie plana nmn porpendleuLar to the plane Q& only* She
acnponents of the vibrations (4), which pass through the analyser, have
the amplitudes <B^ OB sin* s a oosM'slnora 1/2 a sin 2* and 0G1 « OC
cos*- a sin* cos* a 1/2 a sin 2*. The resultant vibration in plans
"an" is
OCx COB p (t - t2 ) - C% COS p (t - t^) a
» I/I a sin 2*008 p (t - tg) - 1/2 a sin 2 a 00s p (t - tj) ;
a (a sin 2* sis p Z& " a) sin p (t - \ * ^2)
2 (6)
This la a single henaunic vibration whose amplitude is proportional to
ein 1/2 p(tg .- *x) henoe the intensity of the light is a funetion of
the differenee in phase p (t? - 1^) or, froa n- (5) a function of the
difference of the tso principal stresses.
If the stresses &
x
and 9 are equal, t^ and t
?
are also equal and
the amplitude of the resultant vibration (6) is aero, that is, the light
is not transmitted at the point and a dark spot occurs on the screen
behind the analyser. There will be darkness also whenever the angle
1/2 p (t2 - t^ ~ n« (7)
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where 2 ia an integer* The *l>twf'HTi intensity of light will I* obtained
when the difference* In principal stresses Is such that
1/2 p<*2 - t^ * a* |
4? substituting t2 » % from e^. (4) into aq« (7) sad than setting
MM priM
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denoting that there will be darfcnass whenever the differanee of the
nriaoinal stresses beoases aoual to an integral jaultirjle of K*.
tb detenaice the value of K^* let us replace the elassjnt "abed"
(Pig, 3CDF-&) under biaxial stress by s strip of similar saeterial under
aitqpl« tension (a^ « 0). % gradually increasing the tensils stress &%,
wa obtain a dark picture of the strip on the aaraan each tiae eq»(9) is
fulfilled. In this menasr we can establish esperiianstally, far a given
Sttterlal of given thickness? the stress corresponding to the interval
between two consecutive dark pletures of the speosJUaaa, With this In*
forsoatlon, we sen determine the total stress in s strip under tension
bQr counting the mmhtr of intervals between the consecutive dark inages
owein i Um, during the gradual loading of the npaitrosn
Sj, - «y, of the two principal stresses as discussed in the ascend para-
graph above* It also gives the marthot shearing stress directly be*
%^^i^^^p^w wfc^^» wuA«»i^s** ^sa^p^en^ ip <mww Aw anjtasaa)«BU ^Wt^
**v ** »^^jt ^^w^ ' ^ «#whsps ^^^»*^ ^ ^
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say be written in the fans
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where K * K./2, 3o It may also be stated that there is darkness when-
ever (aa )nftx becomes equal to an integral multiple of K.
Bach of the dark fringes in a stressed specimen is the locus of
points where the mximm shearing stress or the difference of the
principal stresses is constant, t& watching the specimen shile the
load is applied gradually, we say see how the ntssbar of dark fringes
increases with increase of load. The new ones always appear at the
top and the bottom of the beam and gradually move toward the neutral
plane so that the fringes become sure and sore closely packed, the
stress at any point is then obtained by counting the number of fringes
which pass over the point.
Having Introduced some of the basic theory underlying the photo-
elastic aethod of stress analysis, let us consider in acre detail the
photo-elastic equipment used for quantitative work. The Polariacope,
as the apparatus is called, consists of the elements shown in Fig. XDf-C,
The source of light may be an incandescent leap giving white light or
a mercury vapor arc leap giving monochromatic light, the former will
give a pattern of brilliant bands of different colors or hues each one re-
presenting a constant value for the difference between the two prin-
cipal stresses, these bands have been designated by the naae *iso~
chromatics" . The alternate bright and dark lines formed in monoehro-
matic light are also isoehromatiea (though soraetiaes called interference
"fringes'*) and are distinguished from one another according to the value
of n. consequently, they are often refered to as the isochromatio of
»ero, first, second order of interference, and so on. the water cooler
heat energy from the light rays so that the Canada balsam in
:*t& cut amkmqn frmmmt* a *1 *•$.
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the Nicol prisms will not malt. The purpose of the quarter-wave plates
will shortly be discussed.
Returning to a consideration of eq. (6), we see that the aaplitude
of vibration of light passing through the analyzer is proportional also
to sin 2 <k where oc is the angle between the plane of polarisation and
the plane of one of the principal stresses (Tig. J2V-A). If these two
planes coincide., sin 2 of is sera and we obtain a dark spot on the screen.
Hence in examining a stressed transparent model in polarised light, ws
observe not merely the dark fringes discussed before but also dark lines
(i3oclinice) connecting the points at which one of the principal stresses
coincides with the plane of polarization. Syr rotating both Nicol prism
and marking the dark lines on the image of the stressed plate for vari-
ous directions of the plane of polarisation, we obtain the system of so-
called isoclinio lines which join together points with the same direc-
tions of principal stresses. Having these lines, we can draw the lines
which are tangential at each point to the principal axes of stress.
These latter lines are called "the trajectories of the principal stress-
es'*. Thus the directions of the principal stresses at each point of
the plate can be obtained experimentally.
These isoclinios m;y be distinguished from the stress fringes by
rotating both Hieol prisms alike. The stress fringes do not shift posi-
tion but the isoclinics do* Usually, however, the isoclinios are re-
moved entirely by inserting quarter-wave plates as shown in Fig. XIY-C,
A quarter-wave plate resolves a transverse vibration into two compon-
ents at right angles to each other; this plate is made of a doubly refracting
material such as mica and with such a thickness that it retards one of
these components of vibration a quarter-wave length laore than the other.
*filk.
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U» first quarter-wave plate in Fig, XIY-C with its axis at 45° to the
initial plane of vibration of the polarised light, produces two eoBpaa-
out displaeasaents, one parallel to its axis and ease perpeadieular there-
to, These displacements vary exactly in the ssusa aianner as the coordi-
nates N" and •#* of point A moving uniformly an the eireissiferenee of
a circle (Fig. XTV-B) and for this reason the light ©merging fro© the
first quarter-wav© plate is said to be circularly polarised. The sec-
ond quarter-wave plate in Fig, OT-C restores the plane polariaed light
if no stressed model is present. An equation similar to eq. (6) can be
derived for the vibration of a beam of light after passage throng the
polariscope including quarter-wave plates and stressed modal* The re-
sulting equation differ® fro© eq» (6) in that the terra sin 2«xhaa dis-
appeared from the amplitude portion of the expression, showing that the
amplitude of the resulting vibration is independent of* and consequently
no isoclinie lines are present.
The use of laonochrcfflsatic li$it is preferred by most workers for
obtaining stress patterns because the dark fringes photograph sawoh raore
readily and are easier to use than the colored patterns. White light
is better for obtaining isoclinies because they show up as dark fringes
against a colored background,
gag, Stem aifltemm iftrtfaafl
The sagnitude of the shear stress (ss ) at any point on any arbitrary
straight line across a plane is given by the expression
(sj * 1?* ~ ay) sin 2©'
where 0* is the acute angle joeasured froa the norisal to the arbitrary
straight line to the direction of the algebraically maximum principal
stress $£.
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line photo-elastic method provide© the necessary and sufficient data
to evaluate (as ). The stress patterns give {&% - a ) t and the isoclialcs
give the directions of the principal stresses, i. e«, the angle §*, The
numerical values of the shear stress (s
fi
) can thus be easI2y calculated
at all points.
above definition of ©' is very convenient because its direction
will be the seme as the direction of the shear stress s9 .
the following steps outline the procedure for applying the shear-
difference method in our work:
1. Draw curves of n and © ( for the edge In question.
2. Determine the direction of sa by inspection of the ©' curve and
by knowing the direction cf principal stresses at a particular point a-
long the edge (intersection with upper edge in compression is an example).
3. Compute shear strmaea at a sufficient number of points of the
edge to permit the plotting of the shear stress curve (s8 ). this compu-
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where values of n and © are available from step 1 and K is the fringe
constant for the transparent material used and determined as explained
previously.
4. A static check is provided by measuring the area under the shear
curve with a planimeter or by Simpson's rule, giving an average shear
stress. The total shear across the edge is then given by
Y * vss'mean *
where A is the area of the edge section, this value of V is then com-
pared against the actual V.
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All of the elements of the polariseope required by this thesis
were available in the £xperiaentel Stress Analysis Laboratory, A gen-
eral view of the Laboratory setup oen be seen in Figure XVI* end a
skematic diagram of the polariseope is enclosed as Figure XIV.
the polariseope was equipped with souroes of both white and mono-
chromatic light whieh could be interchanged quickly. White light was
produced by an inoandesoent bulb of $00 watts capacity, Monochromatic
light was obtained from a d~o mercury-arc. Wratten filters, 56 and 77-A,
were used to mask out radiations other than the "green" line. This fil-
ter also aided in obtaining sharply defined fringes in the iaochromatic
the polariser and analyser were fftcol prisms and because of their
snail disaster, a lens system was required to produce a field of suffi-
cient sise for studying the model.
Quarter-wave plates were mounted on the same stands as the polar-
iser and analyser and were readily accessible and easily removable.
All of the above equipment was mounted on an optical bench, this
bench was rigid and the upper surface was free from any projecting
brackets or supports so as to permit the continuous uninterrupted slid-
ing of the lenses and prisms resting upon It. Ihe optical bench con-
sisted of two independent parts with the load frame between them, the
two sections were aligned and securely fastened in place.
the part before the load frame held the light source, water cell,
filter and auxiliary lens, polariser, quarter-wave plate, and the first
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second quarter-wave plate, the analyzer, and the camera.
The camera was eat em two runners, a* was all the equipment on the
bench, These runnere and the individual supports of each piece of equip-
screws could he used to lock the supports in place both longitudinally
and vertically. Another aet of thumb screws peraltted slight transverse
adjustment of the polarisoope units.
The lens and shutter system of camera were removed, leaving only
the bellows. ?iewing screens and a polaroid camera were easily inserted
at the after end of these bellows providing excellent mobility in focus*
lng and aligning the equipment before photographs were taken.
Although all the equipment required was available, the polarisoope
had to be set to give the best image for our particular problem.
The first step in the setting of the polarisoope was to align the
polariser, analyser, and all lenses so that their centers lay on one
line parallel to the long axis of the optical bench which was checked
and found to be horlsontal.
the next step was to make aure that the field on the screen was of
uniform intensity and well defined, to this end the polariser was set
to give a circularly polarised field and the analyser to give a bright
Image on the screen, this called for a mixed setup. Ejc lamp and other
elemente were adjusted so that the screen field was circular with a
sharp outline, and free from color or black blotches.
the elements of the polarisoope were then locked into position and
positions were narked along the side of the bench with wafting tape.
It is obvious that a suitable straining machine is essential for
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pbotoalastie studios* the v^dblmm in a photoelastio laboratory «re
different from those of ft mterial testing laboratory., «nd the eguip-
seest* therefore* *?wst ale© be different*
9m devices used to apply external loads to ft nodal vary a great
deal ciejwoding upon individual requirftaants of spftftlal sndela.
For tlits thesis e load ftwB belonging to the Slips Structure Lab-
oratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was used*
A adnata oesaription sad detailed construction plan for this load
frane is found in reference X%
The load frane Is built of alusdneun, and its parts ars shown seesaw
atioall? in the Appendix,
It is saade essentially of a 3/4 inch thick base plats, to which are
attached four vertical posts, These posts are sade of two opposing ehaa-
•^^^^•e^ jPmmh^^km e>M •'Spsi *•
^^^^nf ^^ss^R «s ^* SNfc sneers t^^^b ^w^t *^^^^^^'^ic s^^e* va^« ^^^w ^*» b#^^ ew^^awa
At the top the vertical posts are attached to a supporting hori-
The inner posts hsfve holes drilled 11/2 t,^ftfwts apart to peewit
the «n ^«q><i^ of the aodel.
lbs outer pests have 3/4 ineh dianeter holes spaesd 2 inehas apart
to persdt vertical adjurteamt of the pivot point of Vm transversa
leading bar*
the pivot pin bears on two bronse bushings placed in natching
holes of the outer posts.
the lead pin is eooaeowi to a sliding attaohnsnt on the
v wa ep*w A^nKw«ft-»4& Www e
Off*
Vfifiq «#1 bS* *««&..: an&ft Ufld fltift
v...
Ibe wbole fraaa is supported ay horizontal roller bearings «* a
itlCS! X beam A CTOSS fSa>TtTlg WIK^M'^lffW 3KHWW 1^W load f^MK Sl*ffig the
I beam providing fop lateral positioning of the nodel in its own plans,
tH? beau rests <jq ft steel table jteving vertical novsnient. «nls
table is part of i&s fujiitiiiin of tne Stress Analysis Laboratory.
Thus* both lateral ayofl vertical wvwo% of £h£ load frasae can be
accomplished easily.
'VwMni aodifieetrfons ware nads to cult ***** nartleular iiisdji of this
fonf? of the fuoSaffitntal rec,uireBtnts for photoolastic work la flex-
ibility ami ttaoothas«s la loading. In order to determine the general
foraation of tfas stress pattern and toe fringe orders at a particular
pointy it is necessary to s&lieh tlaa growing or changing stress patten*
under gradually #iafyt*fl(g loads*
The original frasne included a water tank to achieve this varying
load, Several authors I'ina—iimiT thia weight hydraulic system tfw
iimnttiant loading*
Xt was decided* however, that the tank would introduce complice-*
tions not only because of toe required water eonmofltiona but also be*
eauee the nigh loads needed in this problem would cause the deflections
of the norisontal bar to besoms essossive, inxrodtioi^ "I.fa? ^ip*"*1** in
Xkm loading of the plate.
Instead, a hydraulic Jade, borrowed from the &tipe Structure Lab-
oratory was placed directly over the sliding support of the load pin.
the other support for the jack was provided by the upper transverse
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In this aaaaer ft higher load could be acbiayftd without the errora
Introduced lay the banding of the bar, tad the load could bt changed
qxrtokly to cult the iaawdiata need* of the eacpeeiwaat, Xhi* eetop
worked pretty wall even tho»sgh coma difficulties ware waiwutttowd
the alignment of the Jack ltaelf« B^ oVwr-rtsg tits ft/MtaUj of the
iaocbrcaatis pattern obtained it van alwara poaai^l** to easier the
applied load.
The vertical channel a had to be ehangad to aaeowpdata the aadal.
the aise of the latter waa limited by the width of the plate, 12 iachea,
furnished by the Catalin (^rrxirationou Allowing a aargiA for ta« olaap «
ing of the aodel, the dietaase between the vertical poata had to ba re-
duced to 9 3/4 inches*
the base plate.
Shia work was dose by the Machine Shop of the Institute*
the load waa applied to the aodel Iqr a 1/2 inch diaaetar cyliadri*-
cal load pin, acting on the plate through a 3/1& inch dlaaeter load pin.
To avoid exceaaive atreaa eoneantretlen and local plastic eatiawaatioa*
the 3/16 inch pin did not aake direct contact with the plate. It retried
on a astall alundxxun bar of 3// inch length and of the eeaie ttit nlreaaiif
In tranaadtting the load fron the small aluainua bar to the plate
itself, a thin piece of cardboard with the ana* diamaarioaa a* the bar
waa need.
Thia cardboard waa need to eliminate a aamen. difflaulsgr preaaavl
in photo-elastic work, that of the taproper distribution of load.
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In ardor for the fringes to be continuous Rod sharply defined,
stresses' end strains wist bit tso^;jbeension&l« Otherwise ,» brewtks and
diaaootini&tia*: appear in the stress pattern.
Tr elininate stMfc dis«OHtijGRd.tie9 .. the loads suet be unlfowOy
distributed aeros* the thickness of the nodel by weens of sons equali-
ser* ?h« s&apiLast equaliser to a piece of cardboard*
Jae load pin eaeprlsea a built-in load ©all., This load ©ell is
oonposcd of ftw SM. typo aW" strain gages.
Two of th«a are placed en opposite sides of the load pin antf two
ar-a attached to pieces of elus&nuei baj% 2h© latter act am diss*? gaga*
for tejwperetur*? ©oss^easation.
that© gagas were ©onaeeted such that they fors the anas of a fhset-
eetton of banding end gave a true indication of the axial force through
the pin*
These gagas war© tested for shorts or discontinuities with a poten-
tiometer and were found to be in good operating condition*
She next stop was to calibrate the load cell.
For this purpose 1** load pin was put in series with a Standard
Baldwir Load Call belonging to tha Stress Anal^wiff Laboratory,
3fca load pin gages and its duanle* ware connected to an &M Bald-
win. Indicator with a gage factor setting of 1*92*
A calibration cur*© plotted, indicated a response of l«09# in/In
In order to get even nus&ers., whiatt are easier to work with* a new
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Using the general equation for strain gagas indicators:
true x O.F. true » Indicated x 8f inaieeteci,
i« obtain
or in « A 1 flfl , I a (<*)
GFin. JltflWE « 3.^2 * 2.03
1,00
therefore, a gag* factor of 2.03 was used in order to obtain the de-
A new calibration ma we* ante using this value for cheeking par-
pHMtb
The calibration curve is shewn in the Appendix.
Before sash run a ssro reading urns made and the value of any load
per pound.
The precision en the load laaasuromont was dependent upon the mini-
mm resolution of the strain indicator, which was estimated to be about
2.00 in/in.
Fftptagrtriafo wtimftrt
the polariscop© arrangement of the Photoelaatia Laboratory is that
of transmission type, using Rieol prism. This polariseope setup is well
adapted for photographic work.
Accurate loading of the model iM of prime importance in attaining
good results. First the model used was roughly symmetrically loaded,
then the loading was adjusted until a ayaaetrioal pattern was obtained.
The sharpness and general appearance of the photoelastic stress
pattern was greatly improved by coating the surfaces of the model with
,.£rsdLLC» «m A
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double purpose of vmacwixg tings* uurkB and filling in aansr ttsgr
scratches,
the actual photographic moviem greatly ei&g»lifled because of
the facilities provided ©n the pelarisoope setup. The frame of the
ground glass viewing sarsan on the outside part of the bellows is in-
terchangeable with two other frames. Oat contains a Lead Polaroid cam-
era, and another eoataias a aaaller ground glass viewing scream, the
aame alee as the polaroid print and vita the saaa focal distaaae aa the
caaara itself« the procedure was to focus the pieture on this screen,
then, ejcehange this fraaa for the one containing the caaara* the photo-
graph sea then taken with no difficulty,
the advantages of the land Polaroid caaara for this type of ex-
periment cannot be over eaphaeised, to have a picture developed and
a premium.
As ths shutter had been removed froa the caaara, an iaproviaed
the tine of exposure required to photograph a stress pattern de-
pends on many factors, sash as intensity of light source,, magnification
of the inege, emulation speed of the photographic film end the trans-
parency of the model.
the Iaproviaed shutter was made of tec pieaaa of cardboard rotated
manually in front of the light bean* The first trials with the high
speed film Polaroid type 44 were not satisfactory.
In order to aafes exposure tine less critical, we ased the slower
Polaroid flla type 41. the results ware then very satisfactory as can
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la© seen by tbe pfcsto&?ap!w obteixtod* Because of the large sis* of the
node! It wee not possible to photo£**ph the w&.&* laodel sit on» tint.
the oroeedure was to tafee & s&eturo showing the side ^"lyftfry and
aaother shoeing the ee»ber pert of the awdtel.
3!hree different pictures were taken for nmotii condition investigti--
eds two of the sides, one with the circular dark field crraiigsaant show-
ing the lines of integral order end another with the circular ligbx>
field showing the half orders. Hie thirtf photograph wee tehee with the
dark field arraageesegt et toe cental to show the lejji'as of syiaastry
attained in the loading.
result of & ooapyqs&ee to secure the lergeet auatoer of desirable prop-
erties with the fewest undesirable eharftctarietiet;. For our aiqperiisents
CetftliB 61-893 (foraerly Bft&ellte BT-61-S93) seeaed to be the beet choice.
It bee good strength proportiesy ft relatively high nodulua of elasticity,
sad* optically, is nederatefy sensitive to stress. For etreeeee below
4003 pei the creep effect is negligible in a period of a few boors. Hie
laftofrtnlng properties are reasonably good, and its tine«odge effect is
sow excessive.
the two Gatalin plates ordered free the Qetalin Corporation of
New Xo?k arrived in tbe unfiiidLshed anfl uopolislisd state* Several ua-
expected steps then becose nonessary before tbe actual experis&ntal week
could be started.
to the Inertitufce *********** Shoe, the Shoo snehined tbe nodal and stiff-
ners to tbe specifications of these sketches, Toe tensile aedel was
Anus 'x£atbc&Ki& tMSk &&& jjftjfcsorft;. >*£i*hj£;;j « aste^ &t 'mm WBjbwtW'ij *.'-•
.'
-
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then polished to a smooth and clear finish,, All polishing was done on
the polishing wheels of the ISxperimental Stress Laboratory using a solu-
tion of aluRdr.ua oxide and water as the abrasive. The wheel itself was
covered with black Italian velvet.
The plate model was also polished in the above manner. The plate,
however, presented added complications as it was noticeably warped. An
attempt to remove the curvature by placing the plate in oil, heating to
240°F, soaking at that temperature for a few hours, and then cooling
slowly, proved unsuccessful. A second attempt was made by grinding the
corners of the plate and heating to 240°F in the small insulated fur-
nace of the Experimental stress Analysis Laboratory, After several
cycles of prolonged heating and gradual cooling with the plate resting
on a flat piece of glass, the curvature was removed. Subsequent exam-
ination under polarised light showed the model to be stress free.
Horizontal and vertical reference lines spaced (me inch apart were
etched on the surface of the plate. Finally, a coat of Nujol, a light
mineral oil, was applied to the surface of the plate to remove any fin-
ger marks and fill in any small scratches.
The stiffeners, because they would not be examined photoelasticaHy^
did not require any fine polishing. One 3R4 Type A-7 strain gage was
mounted on each side of the stiffeners with Duco cement. After the
gages were mounted, the stiffeners were placed to dry in the furnace at
80°F for about 24 hours.
Once the first parte of the experiment were over, that is those
with the plate in the unstiffened condition, the stiffeners were welded
to the models. Penacollte G-1124 was used as the binding adhesive. First
the Penacollte was spread on the plate along the vertical centerline
«**»••»
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where the stiffener was to be welded, and also along the edge of the
stiffener itself. After a ten minute wait the two were joined in their
proper positions* Pressors was then applied and maintained overnight.
Two stiffeners were used, one on each side of the plate. The stiffenera
were sad© of Catalin 61-893 and ware each 6" x l/2M x 1/4" in siae, A
more detailed description of the welding procedure is given in refer-
ence 16.
The fringe constant is really a stress-optic constant for the mat-
erial. It is a property of the material and may vary from batch to
batch, as slight differences in curing time and method may easily occur.
As the stress magnitude at any point in a photoelastie model is directly
proportional to the fringe constant as well as the fringe order, an acc-
urate determination of the former is quite necessary for satisfactory
results.
For this reason a tensile model was made and the fringe constant
determined by a tensile test. The model was placed in a loading frame
as shown in Figure -Will, the circular polariscope with the dark field
arrangement was used and a tensile load was gradually applied to the
model. The load was measured by a Baldwin Sfc-4 load cell connected to
a load cell analyzer. At the start a no-load reading was taken. As
the load was increased, isochromatic lines appeared as a dark shadow
over the entire shank of the model. This shadow appeared, became dark,
and disappeared in cycles as the load was gradually increased. The
darkest color of each cycle indicated an integral order of interference,
and strain readings waare taken as each order appeared. After sir orders
observed, the load was gradually reduced and readings were taken as
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the orders reappeared, this procedure was repeated and a graph of
strain reading in n-in/in versus order of Interference, figure XIII.
was plotted. The slope of this curve was determined as 310 *****!la/
order. Using the formula F.C. m -L Ae aquation^) (where A^ **
the slope of the curve with 1 lb equal to 10 ja- in/in and b equal to
the width of the tensile swdel in this ease .37? inches), the fringe
constant was determined to be 82.7 ^/in- order with monocromatlc
light of wave length 5461 A°.
Ones these preliminary items were disposed of, the actual experi~
The unstlffened Gatalln plate was placed in the load frame with its
bottom edge two inches above the base plate of the frame. The plate
was temporarily supported by two rectangular steel bars each one inch
thick and placed one on top of the other. Two thin steel plates with
flat edges were used on each sad of the plate. By placing one of these
plates between each side of Catalin plate and the channela of the load
frame, better clamping was obtained than would have been possible had
by hand and the model centered between the edge supports. The clamp-
ing was then completed by tightening the screws with wrenches. The
screws were tightened from the center of each edge outward toward the
top and bottom. Approximately equal pressure was put on each screw
in an attempt to make the clamping as uniform as possible. The two
steel bars beneath the plate were then removed.
The cardboard equaliser and the small aluminum load bar were then
centered on the top edge of the plate with the load pin centered horl-
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smrtnlly across them, fas loading ana «u then lowered about its pivot
point until the vertical load pin mx the sliding attachment rested on
the horizontal load pia. With the plate clapped two inches above the
base plate of load fraaaa* the load ans of the franc was nearly boriacav-
The hydraulic jack wee placed between the <?"H^ *Eg attachment of
the load am and the upper cross member of the load frataa. Thin ""w^lew
blocke vara used on eaeh end of the Jack to aid in evenly distributing
the load, the jack, sliding attachment, and load pin were centered as
closely as possible. Pressure was applied to the Jack and the load on
the model gradually Increased until several iaochrasatio lines appeared
Bsually the load was not nade sysnietrical on the first attest. In
these eases? the pressure was released and minor adjustments aside to the
position of the Jack, sliding attachment* and load pin. the pressure
see reapplied and the whole procedure repeated until a ajmatlrloal die*
tribution of load was observed. A load of 1690 pounds* enough to give
sufficient lines for calculation purposes and still not overstress the
At this point the large viewing screen was removed and the smaller
ens inserted. Ihls email screen displayed an image of exactly the sane
else as that which could be reproduced by the polaroid camera. In addi-
tion, if the image was focused sharply on the screen* the saae focus
would be sharp for the samara. The viewing screen and camera were not
large enough to reproduce the image of the whole plate. Separate sett-
ings and photographs had to be os.de for the center and the side.
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supporting table and cross feed mechanism of the load frame. The
image was sharply focused an, the viewing screen, and the screen replaced
by the polaroid camera, the load was recheeked and the photograph talc-
In taking the photographs, the exposure time had to be judged by
trial and error since the shutter and lens system of the camera had
been removed to fit the camera into the bellows of the polarisoope.
The correct exposure time was achieved by using two cardboard sheets.
The two sheets were held flat against each other forming a trianglular
slit between them. One sheet was held in front of the quarterwav*
plate and analyzer while the light excluding slide of the camera was
removed. The sheets were then rotated smartly across the light beam
until the second cardboard covered the quarter wave plate opening. The
slide was then replaced across the camera mouth. After a sixty second
wait the picture was removed from the camera.
The load frame was then moved with the cross feed mechanism un-
til the desired image of the plate side appeared on the viewing screen
which was now substituted for the camera. The side which gave the
clearest image was selected and the above procedure repeated to give
a photograph of the integral orders at the side. A 1650 pound load
was used for all photographs of isochromatios to allow a better com-
parison between photographs.
The half order isoclinies were obtained by rotating the polar-
izer 90° giving a circular polarisoope with the light field. These
half order isodlnies allowed more points to be plotted on the fringe
curve which was used in the shear difference method computations.
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After the load was released, the equipment was roaoved and the
screws holding the plate were loosened. Tho Caialin plate was then re-





As isoclinic lines do not vary with load within the elastic lis&t,
the load which gave the clearest pattern of isoclinic lines was applied
to the model,
the quarter wave plates were reaoved and white light through the
ffratten filter was used.
The large viewing screen was inserted and focused since tracing
paper rather than photographs were used to reproduce the isodinios.
The sysamatry of load was attained by checking that the 0° Iso-
clinic lay along the vertical centerline of the plate. After the load
was centered the load frame was moved to the clearest side. Tracing
paper was taped over the screen and the reference lines of the plate
image ware drawn.
The pelariser and analyser were simultaneously rotated 10° counter-
cloclorise and the 10° Isoclinic lines were traced on the paper and label-
ed. The polariser and analyser were rotated 10° more, and so on until
a full cycle, 90° was recorded. Intermediate angles were recorded when
they appeared necessary for the clarify of the pattern.
This entire procedure for obtaining the lsoohrosoatics and the iao-
clinic lines was repeated for the unstiffened plates supported on the
bottom as well as the sides ;, and for the stiffened plates in both supp-
ort conditions.
The procedure was varied slightly when bottom support was added.
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and the base plats of the load frame. While the screws which damped
the sides of the plate were teeing tightened, light pressure was applied
to the plate forcing it against the frame base plate. These two steps
vers talsen in an attest to insure even distribution of support across
the bottom of the plate, TM support table for the load frame had to
be raised two inches to center the model in the light beam, and the load
arm pivot point had to be dropped two inches to permit the load aria to
remain nearly horizontal when the load pin rested on the top edge of
the plate.
The strain gages attached to the plate stlffner and the dummy gages
for temperature compensation were connected forming the arms of a wheat-
stone Bridge, A aero reading and subsequent readings as the load was
gradually increased to 1650 pounds were recorded* These readings were
plotted as strain on stlffner versus applied load as shown in Figure XX.
During the determination of the isochroraatiee of the stiffened
plate with side clasping only, the Oatalin plate failed before the 1690
pound load was reached. A loud snap was heard and the load was immed-
lately removed. The plate was examined and a large crack running up
from the bottom edge, parallel to the stiffener, was observed. This
failure is shown in Figure XIX.
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1 1/2 3.60 27.0
4.50 25.0
2 1/2 5.01 25.0
3 5.20 26.5
3 1/2 5.20 3.0
4 4.&3 32.5
4 1/2 4.15 37.0
5 3-33 37.5














Applied load at ceast&r of plate - 1650 lbs.
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1 1/2 2.9 22
3.1 20
2 1/2 2.9 21
3 , 2. 25
3 1/2 2.4 30
4 , 2.0 36
4 1/2 1.6 41
5 1 i 46
5 1/2 .7 *













Applied load at canter of plats - 1650 lba.
































Sirpported at sides and bottom
station QGlat JL tl&Jl
Applied load at center of plate - 1650 lbs.
Confuted shear force on each edge - 451 lbs.
*c
(Top) 1.60 90°
1 2 1.95 59.5 .945 272
1 2.65 4« .970 379
112 3.27 25 .766 370
2 3.58 20 .643 340
2 12 3.65 IS. 5 .602 322
3 3.30 20.5 .656 320
3 12 2.72 30.5 .875 351
4 2.20 39.5 QJ*'J• TO*. 319
4 12 1.60 46 .999 236
5 1.20 51 .978 173
5 12 0.70 54.5 .945 M
6 (Bottom) 0.00 56.5 .921
UT MfT
Kraut
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Supported at sides only
50

Edge - Light /ield Edfie - Jark Field








Edse - Light Field Edoe - Dark Field








Ed^e - T 1 if , • + Field Edge - Dark Field
Center - Dark Field
FIGURE XI
ISOCHROJki ; ; ; FAS FERN
tiffened i late supported at sides and act;




FOUR 3E-4 TXPE A~7 WXKS 3THAIN GAGES, G.F. - 1.91
BALOTH STRAIN IHDIGaTOR 3STTING". G.F. - 2.03
12 - 0527
28*5 12 - 0499 28
52.0 12 - 0476 51
62.3 12 - 0464 63
101.0 12 - 0428 99
136.0 12 - 0391 135
173.5 12 - 0355 172
210.5 12 - 0320 207
247.5 12 - 0280 247
267.0 12 - 0261 266
286.1 12 - 0241 286
325.0 12 - 0205 322
368.5 12 - 0160 367
382.5 12 - 0146 381
408.5 12 - 0120 407
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10 - oajo 10 - 0025
1 10 - 1130 10 - 1125
2 10 - 1435 10 - 1^25
3 10 - 1745 10 - 1750
4 12 - 0047 12 - 0058
5 12 - 0370 12 - 0370
6 12 - 0700 12 - 0700
10 - 0815 10 - G&LO
1 10 - 1100 10 - 1100
I 10 - 1415 10 - 1410
3 10 - 1710 10 - 1715
4 12 - 0020 12 - 0035
5 12 - 0350
6 12 - 0655 12 - 0655
Calbiration Goastant - 310 ^-in/In /order
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(1) Light Souro
(2) Condensing Lenr.
(3) Cooler - Jar o" Water








(11) Nicol Prism Analvsrr '
(12) Leas

















General View of Polariaoope and
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Close-up of Load Praise
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FIOOBE XIX
Close-up of stiffened Cetalin Plate
ifo&el After Failure
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